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ABSTRACT 

1 give aii elementary introduction to couformid field theory and its 
applications to string theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION* 

These lectures arc tnctuit to provide a brief introduction to conformed field 
theory (CFT) and string theory for those with no prior exposure to the subjivts. 
There arc many excellent reviews already available lor almost Available), find most 
of these go in to much more detail than I will be able to here. Those reviews con
centrating on the CFT side of the subject include rcfs. 1.2.3.4; those emphnsiieing 
string theory include iefs. 5,0,7,8,9.10,11.12,13 

I will start with a little pre-history of string theory to help motivate the sub
ject, In the 1960's it was noticed that certain properties nf the hudronic speiiniin 

- squared musses for resonnnces that rose linearly with the angular momentum 
resembled the excitations «f a uia.sslt'ss, rr-laiivistic string. 1 1 Such a string is clinr-
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actcrized by just one energy (or length) scale* namely tin- square root of the string 
tension T, which is the energy per unit length of a static, stretched string. For 
strings to describe the strong interactions \/T should be of order 1 GeV. Although 
strings provided a qualitative understanding of much hadrouie physics (and arc still 
useful today for describing hadronic spectra15 and fragmentation18), some features 
were hard to reconcile. In particular, string theory predicted an exactly maaslcss, 
spin-two particle that was nowhere to be found in the hadronic spectrum.17 

The current incarnation of string theory iw ;i quantum theory of gravity 
(and perhaps of all the fundamental interaction*) raitie with the realization tlmt 
the massless, spin two particle should be identified as the graviton rather than as 
some strongly interacting particle.'7 Since the characteristic energy scale of grav
ity is the Planck scale, Afpj sw 1Q19 GeV (Newton's constant is Gpt = A/fj2), the 
new identification necessitated reseating the string tension by some 33 orders of 
magnitude! Other problems with string theory, such as the existence of a tacliyon 
(an unstable mode) and the absence of fermions, were cured by the introduction 
of supersymmctry.18'19'2"''*' The explosion of interest in superstrings in 1084 fol
lowed the observation that some supcrstring theories contain masslcss femiiom 
with parity-violating gauge interactions, like the known quarks and leptons."^'23,2'' 
Indeed, it was possible to identify a subset of the masslcss fermions and vector 
bosons having the same gauge interactions as the quarks, kptans and gauge bosons 
of the standard model.2 4 This opened up the possibility that supcrstring theory 
might unify all the known interactions and thereby relate all observed masscH and 
coupling constants. 

Obviously, this program has not yet been curried to completion. One of the 
initial obstacles was that the original formulation of supcrstringfi required space-
timc to be ten-dimensional, not four-dimensional. Since then many ways have 
been found to construct four-dimensional string theories, including ones whose low-
energy physics might be realistu\8' ,-a s ,' , M' , 2 1 f The constructions are generally •ermed 
compactificationy, because the first such constructions28'2'1 hid the extra six dimen
sions by having them Uvc on a compact manifold with u size «f order the Planck 
h-iigth. Later constructions have not required compact manifolds, and have hil to 
more varied possibilities for low-energy physics. However, eticli construction has 

* I erl h = c = I cvmrywlwfr. 
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a«Horinted with it'**1''"1 n two-dimensional conformal field theory, whirh determines 
the full particle spectrum and ull the coupling constants. Conformul field theory 
is therefore a necessity frnnwwork for understanding the types of physics that one 
can expect from string theory. 

String theory is nut the only motivation for M inlying two-dimcnsioi,;d con-
formal field thiHiry, however. The long-tli.st.itnT behavior of a statistical merhan-
irs system at a second-order plitufc- transition (tt critical point) is described by a 
conforms! field th<vwy."*1"'' Also, ninny connections have recently IKTH established 
between cnnforiiml field theories and oilier exactly solvable (but not ronformut) 
two-dimensional Hold theories," lis well as three-dimensional 'topological' field 
theories. Here I will focus on the applications of conformal field theory to 
string theory. 

Tile organization of these lectures is as follows. In chapter II the. propagation 
of a free .string is discussed via the Polyakov approach. In order to quantize Un
string, various symmetries of the action must be gauge- fixed. This provides a 
motivation for studying in chapter III some of the basic features of two-dimensional 
conformal field theory, nloag with some simple examples. Most of this material can 
also be found in rcf, 3. In chapter IV the quantisation of the bnsotiic string is carried 
out and its mass spectrum is discussed. Chapter V describes liriefly the supcrstring, 
the heterotic string, and string interactions. Finally, chapter VI concludes with n 
few comments on the prospects for siipcrstrings. 

II. FREE STRINGS AND CONFORMAL INVARIANCE* 

A. Anatogy to Point Particles 

A massless, relativists string is the anc-dimcntuoual generalization uf n point 
pai tide. String theory can therefore be developed in comparison to conventional 
theories of point particles. 

Recall that the quantum mechanics of interacting, relativistic particles can bo 
described in cither a first- or second-quantized formalism. In a first-quantized for
malism one first calculates the probabilities for free-particle propagation from point 
x to point y. Then interactions arc put in by hand: A ccrtuin amplitude (« coupling 
constant) is assigned for one particle to emit another. These vertices allow al) (he 
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amplitudes in tin- theory to be built up, HS Feyuiiian diagrams that connect tV 
vertices together will) free particle propagators. In a HIrond-quantized approach, 
by contrast, one defines field operators Aj(x) tliat create and destroy particles, and 
constructs a Liignmgiau density in terms of those fields, C(Aj(x)l- When £ is quan
tized, its kinetic terms generate the propagators of the first-quantized approach, 
and its interaction f.i?rins generate the vertices, so that all the first-quantized Fcyn-
mnti diagrams are recovered. In addition, however, iiuiipirturbutivceffects (such ns 
iustuutons) that cannot be represented by Feyimian diagrams an; r evea l s by the 
second-quantized approach. Theories of point particles generally allow for niaoy 
jnwHible kinds of interactions, and arbitrary values of coupling constants. This is 
especially true if there are several different types of pnrtieles (fields) in the theory, 
but even a theory of a single soilar field A can have arbitrary An coupling. 

The fiist-qtmntiwd formalism for string theory proceeds similarly: One first 
calculates amplitudes for free-Hiring propagation, then assigns an amplitude (the 
string coupling constant, gM) for one string to emit rjmther. In contrast to the par
ticle ca«e, when; there may be several kinds of particles and many possible coupling 
constants, in n given string theory there is only one kind of string and one coupling 
constant y„, and only one 'Feyiunan diagram' at each order in gs* In fact, string 
interactions are uniquely determined, once the free-string propagation is specified! 
Again, only perturbative amplitudes are easily accessible to this first-quantized 
approach. The second-quantised approach to string theory is called string fieti 
theory, it introduces string fields A(J(<T)) that create and destroy strings (a is a 
parameter along the string), and it (in souie ruses) generates 'Feynman diagrams' 
that agree with the first-quantized results. In principle, string field theory filso con
tains nonpertiirbative information; in practice, uo-oue has yet been able to extract 
this information. 

In these lectures only the first-quantized approach to string theory will bo 
discussed. I will begin by quantizing the motion of a free string by analogy to the 
frec-particlc case, following ref, 5. 

* Tor ihcoriot willi o|trn Ntruî i as well JLS closed firing*, wliidi will not lie ducuwed in Uwse 
lectures, llirrr nrr a frw ' tVyiuimti tliagrnms' at n givon OIIIL'I 
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FIGURE] 
(a) A free particle propagating through space-time sweeps out a world-fine, 

(b) A free string sweeps out a world-sheet. 

S. Prte PmrHcU Action 

A free point particle is characterized by its position in spacetime, X*1, where 
ft = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . , ,D — 1 runs over the D space-time coordinates. As the particle 
propagates in time it sweeps out a wartd-lint described by -V(f ) , where r is some 
arbitrary parameter. See figure 1(a). 

The free-particle equation of motion (in flat space-time) is 

which comes from varying the action 

S(X) = m(length of world-line) = m I d$ 

where J is the proper time along the path. 

The action (1) is difficult to quantize because of the square root. To avoid 
the square root we introduce an auxiliary field $(r), which can be thought of as an 
intrinsic metric on the world-line, and replace the action S(X) by 

Eliminating g(r) from eq. (2) by its equations of motion leads back to the action 
S(A') of eq. (1), so the two actions are classically equivalent. The second form is 
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much easier to deal with quantum mechanically, however, because it is quadratic 
in XV. For example, the path integral JV°Xf exp[-S(ATto)) is Gaussian in X 
and can therefore he carried out exactly. 

C. Free String Action and Symmetries 

Rather than continuing with the particle example, let us now turn to the 
string, which sweeps out a two-dimensional (2d) surface, the viorld-shceU as it 
moves through space-time. In these lectures I will discuss clnsrd strings exclusively. 
A closed string is a loop with no free ends, and so the world-s.-l.cet is a cylinder, as 
shown in figure 1(b). (If the string had been an open, string, with two free ends), 
the world-sheet would have been a strip.) A natural generalization of the particle 
action (1) is the Namhu-Goto action 3 6 

S{X) = -Tfarea of world-sheet) = -T I<\A 
£ (3) 

= -T fdTd<rJ-{drXft&X)* + (6TX • &.Y) 2 , 

where T is the string ttnaion with dimensions of (length)''1*. For applications to 
hadronic physics, one would set T — 1 G«Va in eq. (3), whereas for applications to a 
unified field theory incorporating quantum gravity one sets T ~ Mh ~ J 0 M GeV2 

instead. As in the free particle case, the square root in eq. (3) can be avoided 
by introducing an auxiliary field g^rta), which is also the world'tkcct metric. 
Equation (3) can then be replaced by the classically equivalent action, 3 7 

S(X,g) = - | | d * t f ^ ^ r ^ M * . (4) 

where g - Aet\ga0), c,0~O,l and[v°tol) S (T,<T). 

Let us take the action (4) as the fundamental starting point for bosonic string 
theory, and quantize it by considering a path integral 

over the auxiliary field gag (the 2d metric) and over A'''. The gn$ integral is an 
integral over the intrinsic shapes of 2d surface* whereas the X** integral is over 
the different ways of embedding a 2d surface mUt D-dhncnsionol space-time. Tlte 
boundary conditions on the path integral drprud on lhu process being described. 
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To describe the propagation of a free, closed string, the 2d surface should be topo-
logieally equivalent to a cylinder, as in figure 1(b), and the boundary conditions on 
the ends of the cyliuder need to be specified. For many purposes it suffices to con
sider the vncuum-to-vacuum amplitude, which is obtained by letting the cylinder 
become infinitely long (r € (-00,00)). The tension hi the string forces the vacuum 
state to have no spatial extent, so the ends of the cylinder lire effectively collapsed 
to points. Thus the 2d surface appearing in the free-string vacuum amplitude is 
topological^ a sphere. 

Although we intend to discuss first the quantization of free strings, the path-
integral treatment of interactions fc so similar that it hears mentioning here. In
deed, the path integral (5) also describes interacting strings with just a slight 
change of boundary conditions. If one requires string interactions to be local, then 
strings can only interact when they touch. Two strings that touch can join together 
to become one, or in the time-reversed prorcss a single string can split into two. 
The vacuum amplitude will now have contributions in which the string splits and 
rejoins many times. Each time h does so it creates a 'handle' on the 2d surface. All 
of the surfaces arc closed (they have no boundaries) like tho sphcri;, The number of 
handles on a surface is also called its genus and it; denoted by h h = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . Two 
surfaces are in the same topological class - i . c , they can be ;mnothly deformed 
into each other • if and only if they have the same genus. We take the 2d metric 
to have Euclidean signature (+ , + ), because nil surfaces with Minkowski signature 
and genus h > 1 are singular (the singularities occur whcrcviT a time-like geodesic 
splits into two), Tht. surfaces of lowest genus (shown in figure 2) arc the sphere 
(h = 0), the torus (/» = 1), and the aptly-named genus-two surface (/) = 2). 

Each handle on the surface requires one splitting and rejoining, and lends 
a factor of (gt) to the amplitude. Thus the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude for 
interacting, dosed bosonic strings is given by the Potyakov path integral **8 

Z= Z (*)»-* /P°A'* :*„,,-***>. (6) 
genus k=ti 

The leading term in eq. (C) (the sphere) is the classical (tree-level) contribution to 
the amplitude; the remaining terms are quantum (loop) corrections. Missing from 
the expression are any nonperturliHtive contributions to amplitudes, which could be 
proportional to sny c~x^'. Amplitudes with external states require the insertion 
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FIGURE 2 
Closed 2d surfaces of lowest genus: (a) the sphtjo, with genus h = 0, (b) 

the torus, with k = 1, (c) the genus-two surface. 

of 'vertex operators' into (6) in order to create the proper boundary conditions on 
the world-sheet; they will be discussed in section V.C. 

The use of S{X,g) rather than S(X) in (6) again greatly simplifies the path 
integration over J f . The integral over gQp can also he performed once we under
stand the gauge invariances of $(X,g). The symmetries of S(X,g) are: 

(1) Two-dimensional reparametrizations (general coordinate transformations), 

a a -» O°(<J), 

9O0W) - ».*(») ~ J g B f l ^ M ^ <7) 

(3) Local changes of scale (Weyl transformations), 

X»{v) - X*{c). 

(3) Global space-time Pobicare invariancc, 

9<,p{<r) — 9afi(°h 
X»{9) - K%X¥{o) + <P. 

(8) 

(«) 

Equation (9) is a global symmetry and as such it is rather easy to deal with. 
Equations (7) and (8) arc local symmetries, however, and must be gauge-fixed in 
order to quantize S(X,g).3g 
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FIGURE 3 
Example of a conforms! transformation: a local change of seal* that pre

serves angles. 

There is a special class of coordinate transformations (7) under which the 
metric is merely rescaled by a scalar function of <r, 

(10) 

Such transformation* are called canformal transformations because they are local 
changes of Bcale that preserve the angle between any two vectors u,v at a given 
point: u t>/|«||v| = ^ ^ " " ^ { j y oTii* Svpv"vfi)~^2 is invariant under the rescaltng 
of gap. An example of a conformal transformation is shown in figure 3. 

Notice that the transformation of the metric in eq. (10) can be undone by a 
Weyl transformation (8), which does not affect X^Q), so there is a combined sym
metry of S(X,g) that fixes gQj$ and is a coordinate transformation acting on X1'. 
This is significant because in many non-striag-theory application* one is interested 
in two-dimensional field theories where the metric is fixed: usually it is fixed to the 
flat metric, either Minkowskian {i}ap) or Euclidean (£*£). If the fields in such a 
theory are denoted by 4>i (replacing Jf p), and if the action 5(0,-) is invariant under 
coordinate transformations of the form (10) — where the fields 4>i are transformed 
but the metric appearing in S is left fixed — then the field theory is said to be 
conformally invariant. Like the ?olyakov action, any Weyl-invariant and generally 
covariant action S(^,,p) reduces to a conformally invariant field theory with action 
S(4i) when the metric is considered fixed. Conversely, any conformal field theory 
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gives rise to a Wcyl-invnriant theory when coupled to gravity, Conformal field 
theories play an important role in string theory because one can replace portions 
of the Polyakov action ${X,g) by the action S(^i,g) for some other conformnl 
field theory coupled to the 2d metric. The (phenomcnologicalj reason for making 
tliis replacement is that, ay will be seen in chapter IV, the Polyakov action only 
has a simple quantization if there are 26 apace-time coordinates Jf*\ which is 22 
more than the four we observe. If the terms in the Polyakov action containing 
• he 22 unwanted coordinates arc replaced by an appropriate action S{<f>i<g), in a 
procedure known an compact]fication, then four-dimensional (superJstring theories 
can be constructed. With this application in mind, I wilt now make a rather long 
digression to discuss the general properties of 2d confortnal field theories. In chap
ter IV I will return to the problem of quantizing both the Polyakov action and its 
compactificd counterparts (and the supersymmetric versions of these). 

IIL TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY: 

it. The Energy-Momentum Tensor and Primary Fitlds 

The energy-momentum (or stress) tensor TaQ is of particular importance in 
a conformal field theory (CFT). a j > If we consider the CFT to be coupled to the 2d 
metric gap, so its action has the form 5(<>,-,<?), then we can use the definition of 
Ta0 suggested by general relativity, 

_ 2* tf5(fr,3) 

which is symmetric and (rovariantly) conserved. Now nti argued in the last ttcr.Liont 

S(4>i,g) is invariant under infinitesimal Wcyl transformations, which transform only 
the metric, 6ga& = -oA • (j"^. Thus the stress tensor is irarelesr, 

If we don't couple the CPT to the metric, then the definition (11) is unavailable 
However, it is still possible to construct a symmetric, conserved, trnceless ciierj^'-
mojnentum tensor.'"' 

In two dimensions, the condition (12) that the jfirrstt tensor is trawltss is 
quite powerful, To sec this, take the 2d surface to haw Euclidean signature (+, + ), 
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and introduce complex coordinate,*, r and ;. The Polyakov path integral (G) re
ceives contributions from surfaces of arbitrary germs; here I will concentrate mostly 
on the germs A = 0 term (the sphere), and Inter a little on the fc = 1 term (the 
torus). If the surface has the topology c*F n sphere, it turns o»t tlmt z and 2" can 
always be. chosen so that the volume element has the form $a = c*' I , :'<i«rf3. A 
Wcyl transformation can then be used to set t* = 1, so that d2a = itz dS. Thus 
the theory is irflectively being considered on the complex c-plonv- (The curvature 
of the sphere has been pushed off to r = oo in this description.) Alternatively, 
the theory might have been initially formulated on the plane with a flat metric, 
as would usually be the case in thr statistical mechanics context, hi any case, the 
components of the metric are 

Now aji tensor fields 4>u\'.'.'!nl

n carry ; , I indices, which can be lowored using the 
metric (13), to obtain #4„.sy.. v as the- most general form. 

In particular, the components of the stress tensor Tnfj tire 

r « = \{TrT - T™ - 2iT„), Tjy = \{TTr - Tffff + 2iTre), T^ = \(T„ + T„). 
(14) 

Wcyl-iuvariancc then implies via c<|. (12) that T,j = 0. Combining this with 
conservation of the stress tensor, 5**rQ(j = 0, or in complex coordinates 

%r.e+d-2v. = dsTn+dtTa = o, (is) 
one sees that the two remaining components of the stress tensor are a holomorphic 
component T!:{z) = T(z) and an antiholonmrpkic component 2tj(r) s T[T). This 
feature allows one to say a great deal about the behavior of the stress tensor in 
any 2d CFT. 

In two dmi'-nsions there are au infinite numhci of confornud transformations 
of the form (10). (There are only a finite number in more than two dimensions.) 
In fact, any analytic transformation of the complex coordinates. 

z -* :' = f(s). z -» ?* = /(?) . (1G) 

is a conforma! transformation, leaving g:z = </JT = 0 and repealing g^ by \ihfH:'\2, 
An arbitrary Icnsor field 04....;.,.3 with » of the ; indices a:id ~n of die •» indices 
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transforms under (1G) a* 

*,....«...?<*,*) - +'*...*.l^)= (%)'(%) *«...«T...i(a.I)- (IT) 

Hero the exponents A = n + A, k = fi~ + A allow for the possibility of a scaling 
dimension A for <t> in addition to its fixed Lorentx prober ties. (In two dimensions 
the properties of a field under the LorenU group, 50(1 ,1 ) or SO{2) = ( /( l) , an: 
characterised entirely by the field's 'spin' n - n = It — A.) In fart, equation (17) only 
states how a classical tensor field transforms. At the quantum level, 4> is promoted 
to a» operator, and if it is a comjmsite field there: may be issues of operator ordering, 
etc. which may spoil «q, (17), as will be seen in n while. Nevertheless some fields 
— culled primary field* - will retain this transformation law and will play an 
important role in the CFT. 

D. Radial Quantitation and Conserved Charges 

Now consider the components of the stress tensor T{z) and T("S) as operators 
in a quantised CFT. If the space direction is considered periodic, i.e. it is a circle, 
then space-time is a (Euclidean) cylinder, which can he parameterized by C — T i-iv, 
( = r - iff. Instead of quantizing the coiiformal field theory on the cylinder, it 
proves convenient to conforwally map the cylinder to the complex plane, defining 
the coordinates of the plane to be 

S = C< = e T + , < r , J = c< = vT'ia. (18) 

The distant past (r = -oo) is mapped to the origin ? = 0 , nnd the distant future 
(r = + oo) to | s | se oo. The r or 'time* direction now points radially outward 
from the origin. We continue to treat this direction as the qiuuitization direction, 
however. In particular, correlation functions in this radial quantization scheme'™ 
are defined via radially-ordered products of fields, namely 

(* lUl ,5 l ) . . .*„(*„ ,=„)) 3 ( 0 l / ? ( ^ | ( ; | , ? i J . . . M * n , 5 f i ) ) | 0 > , (10) 

where 

WW|U'l.S,)* 2(-'2.3a)) = 4 _ ^ , _ . .. , . . , (20) 
l*3(£2 .? l )* l ( - l .? l ) l f M > | x | | . 

The importance of T(=) and 7(3) is as the genei.*u«r« of infinitesimal con-
formal transformations. Every continuous symmetry of a field theory has tuwoci-
ated with it a coiwerwd current, J"(a) with d<%JA = 0. Tlie conserved charge 
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FIGURE 4 
The difference between two contour integrals in *, one where 2 is radially 

outward from w and one where 2 is inward from te, is equal to the integral 
around to. 

Q = j d^^a J°(t, a) satisfies dQjdt = 0 and generates the symmetry transforma
tions of the fields: [Q,4i] = 6<f>{. For an infinitesimal conformal transformation 
<*° -» « a - e*(tf) the conserved current is 1 ** 0 JK = T^c e . (One can easily check 
that J?, is conserved, using the symmetry, conservation and tracelessness of Tap, 
plus the relation datp + dpta = §{9 - *)̂ ad* whicb e" must satisfy to be an in
finitesimal conformal transformation (10).) In complex coordinates the conserved 
charges associated with J?t* are 

°w = / ^ < ( 2 ) ^ ( z ) + / ^ 7 ( 5 , T ( 5 ) , ( 2 1 ) 

where cz t= «(*), « ? = ?(7), and the location of the contours depends on the location 
of Q( tj within a correlation function. 

Now the conserved charges (21) must generate field transformations of the 
type (17) under z -* z - e(r), s -* I - ?(?). That is, 

0e#ti>,T») = h{&wi)4>{w,TD) + e(u))9u,̂ (u», w) +^(9fe?e)^(uj, uT) + ?(W)d$$[w,U>) 

W to 

(22) 
The iast expression follows from the (implicit) radial-ordering prescription (20): 
The commutator \Q((),6(v>,w)} has two terms. In the term Q/ ()0(w,l?), the con
tour used in the integral expression (21) for Qit\ must lie radially outward from 
u>, and in the term 4>(xvtw) it must lie inward from UK AS depicted in figure 4> tire 
two contours can be deformed into a small circle around u>, denoted by §w-
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C. Operator Product Expansions and Commutation Relations 

Equation (22) determine* the short distance behnvior uf T(z) and T(z) near 
^(II',H>). The short distance behavior of operators is usually described by an oper
ator product expansion4' (OPE), 

k 

The functiciuH Cy^x - y) are called operator product coeHkiciitH; their spatial de
pendence is determined by the Lorentz and scaling properties of the fields ^i,<t>jfi>t. 
In two dimension* tiicy arc oil projwrtionol to (z - w)"(z - w)& For some aji de
pending on t, j , k. In particular, the OPE of T{z) with any field 4> is constrained by 
the requirements of singlc-vnluedncss (AS z moves around te) nnd 7-indcpc(id<»ic(> 
to have the form 

r(*J^(u",Br) = £ ( ? - « < ) " 0„(t»tW). (24) 

Substitution of the expansion (24) into (22) leads to 

T(z)t{rv,w) - / ~ i - ? » ( , t , , » r ) + a ^ ( t " , 1 " ) (-finite, 
(2 -w¥ Z - W 

r(C)0(«?,W) *v — — T #(tO,Uj) + -2; ; —-L + fimtC. 
{z — w¥ z-XP 

(25) 

A field ̂  that has an OPE with the stress tensor of the form (25) — or cquivak-ntly, 
that transforms like eqs. (17), (22) under conform ill transformation!! — is called 
a primary field or eonformal field, and (A, A) are called its confarmat or fcaling 
dimensions,™ 

As remarked above, fields which transform like eq. (17) at the classical level 
may fnil to do so at the quantum level. The prime example uf this phenomenon 
is the stress tensor itself: T{z) has {hjt) = (2,0), but its OPE with itself lias tin 
additional term. 

(z - wp [: - v>r : - »' 

Equation (26) is the most general form of the OPE consistent with the In Junior-
pliicity of T(z) and its role us ilie generator of coiiformiil transformations. Hen- r 
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is a red IIUIUIHT, called the central charge, which depruds on the ronforinal field 
theory and is nonzero in any nontrivial tlu-ory. Later in this chapter c will be 
cakulatrd for some simple CFTs. There is an analogous OPE of T(5) with itself, 

(z - wy (z - v>Y z - w 

In section II.C it was mentioned that any CFT, when coupled to the 2d 
metric, givra rise to a Wcyl-invnriant theory. Actually this is not quite true, dur 
to the presence of the central charge e. Notice that* 

c™*?M W U--«•) + ..-. 
(28) 

ira<3>{s - tii) (29) 

has been used. Taking d& of cq. (28) and then using conservation of Ta$ (15) to 
replace T«, Tww by T&, T^, one gets 

TM*)T*g{w) = c ~ A a U « t « > ( s - i » y . (30) 

On the other hand, Ttj is related vin cq. (12) to the variation of the action — 
or at the quantum Level, the effective action — under a Wcyl transformation (8): 
T,j — SScff/SX, If we write gaff(e) — c* t < r'$a/d», where go0 is some reference 
metric and X is the conformal factor^ then equation (30) means that the quantum 
path integral Z for the CFT depends on the conform*] factor, according to 

Zi9«,i) - 2 ( * „ * > ' « p [ - g g J / < * * * « » * * ' * ] • (31) 

This formula will IK1 needed when we return to the quantization of the Polyakov 
action in chapter TV. 

An important feature of holomorphir fields like T:i{s) is that they can bt-
Laurent expanded. Given a holomorphir field A{z) with dimension h [A need not 

* I follow thr (liwussimi of rcf. 7 hi-re 

^Tx:{z)T^{w) = d f f e u , ( ; ™ ) + • • ] = 

where the identity 

6va fefc In |s - w|2 = &s(~^) = 

I* 



be primary), the Laurent modes A„ are defined by 

A{z) =* Y, J » t - t i - A 

neZ-h 

- - it, A{z) .»+>l-l 
(32) 

The sum over the integers shifted by h in eq. (3"J) ensures that the field A(z) is 
well-defined near the origin. The modes of the stress tensor are called Ln and £„: 

T(Z) = ^i , , , -"- 2 , fm = 5; i » - - * . 
n6Z »EZ 

' • • / n t - t ^ * . - /£*»>»• 
(H) 

OPE1» Like (25) and (26) can be converted into (anti-)cninanit&tion relations 
for the Laurent modes, and vice-versa. For GXIHII]>IC, consider the commutator 
[£„,, Ln]- Insert the integral representation (33) for Lm and Ln, recalling that the 
location of the contours is specified by the radial-ordering prescription (20), and 
using tltc argument shown in figure 4: 

[Lm,ln] = 
/

dz f dw_ f dz_ f dw_ 
2iri / 2*7 ~ / 2irt / 2jrt 

M>M .-KM 

[ r u , } 2 m+l r ( w ) u , » + t ] 

-/£-^7^n.m-»-
(34) 

Next insert OPE (26) into en. (34), and expand J " , + 1 = [u> -H (; - u » ) ] m + 1 around 
111 in order to evaluate the z integral by residues, 

[Lm, Ln\ = j ~ wm+«+* f£ ('" + ^ u T * + 2(m + 1 V - ' T f a . ) + ft„rj (35) 
0 

Finally substitute the mode expansion (33) of T(w) into (35) and do the w integral 
to get the Virasoro algebra^ satisfied by the LH'S, 

[Lm,tn\ = y^ (»• - »») *,„+„,() + (»»»- »)^m+n. (36) 

Similarly one finds that the L,„'« satisfy exactly the same algebra, and that t n i 

and Ln commute. Also, if A(z) is now a holoniorphic primary field of dimension 
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A, equations (25), (32) and (33) combine to give 

(Lm,A„) - ((fc-Dm-tiMm+n. (3?) 

7?. i*rim«nr and Descendant States 

Using equation (21), one can Bee that the conforroal transformations gener
ated by Ln and Tm are : - + : - < n * n + 1 > where e n >» a complex constant. Thus i _ ] , 
L_i generate uniform translations of the complex plane, z —> * - e_i, and LQ, LO 
generate dilatations and rotations, z -* (1 — «n)*. Since the radial direction is the 
'time' direction, dilatations are time translations, and LQ + LQ plays the role of 
the Hamiltonian. The energies of states arc given by their to, £o eigenvalues. *In 
states' |^) are created by fields acting in the distant past, at z = 0: \<fr) = >̂{0) |0). 
Similarly, (<£| *• (0|^{oo). If ^(«,s) is a primary field, then \<t>) is said to be a 
primary state. Primary states arc annihilated by the Ln modes with positive n: 

(0 i f n > 1, 

(38) 

Note from eq. (36) that Ii-o,InJ = -»£«< s o tl«f operator Ln lowers the 
eigenvalue of LQ by n units. (The same is also true of the more general operator 
An, as seen from eq. (37).) Thus a tower of descendant states above any primary 
state |<J) is built up by acting with the Iu-raising opcratora L - n (" > 0) to gel 

<Z_ i )<. . (L- 2 ) '»(L_i) ' ' |^, (39) 

where the displayed state has LQ = ft + £ „ HI,,. See figure 5. 

ln fact, any state in the CFT is either 11 primary slate or a descendant of 
the form (39) (using also the modes £_„ of the antiholoinorphic stress tensor T), 
or is some linear combination thereof. In this way the Virosoru algebra is »n'it\ to 
'organize' the CFT. The properties of descendant states (fields) are closely related 
to, and arc straightforward to determine from, the properties of the correspond
ing primary fields,39 so most attention is usually focusscd on the primaries. To 
summarize, a CFT is characterized (although not quite uniquely specified) by its 
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h+s • • t . s hU. 2 L. , |*> .L?, !*) 

h+2 • L.2J*>.L?i|*> 

h+1 •• L.ifr) 

h . . | * > 

FIGURE 5 
The tower of descendant state* above a primary state k». 

centra) charge c and the spectrum of conformal dimensions (hi, hi) of its primary 
fields 4i- If « is less than I it turns out that the CFT has only a finite number 
of primary fields,43 and all correlation functions for the CFT can be determined 
exactly using only the Virasoro algebra!3 9 , 4 4 If c > 1 there is an infinite number of 
primary fields45 and more information is needed to solve the theory. 

If a CFT with c > I contains holomorphic fields A'(2) besides T(a) they 
may be used to help solve the theory. First the tower of states in figure 5 can be 
enlarged by including states where the modes j4!_n as well as L-n act on \4>). This 
organizes the CFT into 'primary* and 'descendant' states, not with respect to the 
Virasoro algebra, but with respect to the larger ckiral algebra generated by the 
fields Al(z) and T(z). If there are only a finite number of primary fields under this 
larger algebra, then correlation functions in the CFT can again be determined (at 
least in principle). The CFTs that can be solved in this way arc called rational 
conformal field thtorits?* 

E. Restrictions on Conformal Field Theories 

There are various properties that a CFT must have in order to be of use 
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in string theory. (Some of the properties are required by nther CFT applications 
too.) I will describe three of the most important ones here. 

(1) Vnitarity. AD states in the 2d CFT Hilbcrt spare should have non-
negative norm, hi string theory, negative norm status in the 2d Hilbort space: lend 
to negative norms for particle states in space-time. Unless the negative norm states 
decouple from scattering amplitudes of physical particles, it is impossible to have a 
unitary time evolution, as is required by quantum mechanics. Some negative-norm 
states arc automatically decoupled in string theory, namely the time-like polar
ization states of vector and tensor particles, etc., as will be seen in section IV.C. 
On the other hand, the CFTs that describe string 'compftctifications1 (sec sections 
IV,B and IV ,C) have to be unitary, because no mechanism exists for decoupling 
any negative norm states that they might contain. 

To check unitarity in a CFT, one has to calculate norms, which requires 
knowing how Hermitian conjugation acts on operators. The action is easiest to 
determine <n Minkowski space, that is by mapping the c-plunc buck to the cylinder, 
and then Wick-rotating so that it becomes Minkowskian, One finds that the modes 
An of any real, holomorphic held .4(;) satisfy An = A_„, In particular, the 
Virasoro modes .satisfy Lj, := L_„. Using this information it is possible to show, 4 ' 
for example, that there is only a discrete set of unitary CFTs with central charge 
c < 1, which have 

<•• = 1 ~ , 6 . , , , "1 = 2,3,4 (40) 

and a finite number of primary fields for each m, with conformnl dimensions 

h r«,\ ((»i + l )p - mq)11 - 1 . . „ . , „ ^ , A t , 
V » ( " 0 m 4 m ( m + 1 ) . l < P < m - l , l < f l < p . (41) 

The restrictions imposed by unitarity alone on CFTs with central charge c > 1 are 
very weak; however, unitarity in combination with other constraints can be useful. 

(2) Single-valued correlation functions. The quantity 
{^lUli ^1) • - - ^n(zn, Zn)} should be well-defined on the complex plane, which means 
that it should not change when any point r(- is carried cout ;'uiously around any 
other point ZJ. 

(3) Modular mvarianco. The Polyakov path integral (0), when generalized 
to include external states, requires correlation functions to be well-defined on any 
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cloned 2d surface, nnd different pnramctrixntioiiB of the same 2d surface should 
give the same answer. An important feature of suvfaces with genus h > 1 is a set 
c»f complex parameters, or moiirfi* which are glohal obstructions ta the choice 
of coordinates that wc made on the sphere (h = 0), namely ;,z with $o = 
c^s,1)(izdz. Surfaces with fi > 2 hnvc 3ft - 3 rumple* moduli, denoted by TJ, 
f = 1,2,...,3/i - 3 . The torus (/i = 1) has one complex modulus, denoted by r 
(which should not tie confused with the world-sheet time parameter r used earlier). 
For each surface with h > 1 there arc Marge* rcparnmctrizatinns, called modular 
tTansformatioTts, which arc not continuously connected to the identity, and which 
change the values of the moduli, hut which do not change the shape of the surface, 
Any correlation function on the surface should therefore be invariant under modular 
transformations. 

The simplest modular transformations are those of the torus. Also, modu
lar invariance of the vncuum amplitude on the torus (usunlly railed the partition 
function) is one of the strongest constraints on a CPT.' 1 5 , 4 7 ' 2 5 A two-dimensional 
torus can be constructed by identifying points on the complex r-plane that differ 
by vectors of a 2d lattice. It is conventional to set the second of the two basis 
vectors of the lattice to 1 by a scale transformation. Then the identification of 
points is 

£ = Z + T, : = : + l , (42) 

where r is the modulus of the torus (see figure 0(a)). 

in equation (42), any pair of basis vectors for the lattice not just the pair 
(r, 1) — will yield the name torus. The most general basis is (<ir + b,CT + W), where 
a,b,c,d arc integers and ad — be = 1. Again rescaling the second vector to 1, all 
moduli of the form [IT + 6)/(er + rf) for flxwl r are seen to give equivalent tori. 
Thus the modular transformations of the torus are 

r _ 2 I ± i y fl,o.rv/eZ, flrf-fcf=l. (43) 
CT + a 

All of these can be generated by the two transformations 

T: T -» r + 1 . 5 : r - - - . (44) 

which are shown in figures 6(b,c). T corresponds to cutting the torus in figure 2(b) 
along a circle, twisting one end by 2JT. ntid then rejoining; S corresponds to in
terchanging tin* two intersect iug nonrontrart.iblt* circles on the torus. So modular 
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(a) (b) <c) . i " ^ 

FIGURE 6 
(a) A torus with modular parameter r. (b) The modular transtbrnuton 

r ~* T + l. (c) The modula* transformation r — -1/r, which includes a 
reseating of the plane by -IIT. 

invariaiice of the partition function Z(r,7) requires 

Z{T,T) = Z{i + 1 , 7 + 1 ) = Z ( - l / r , - i / r ) . (45) 

One can think of the torus with modulus r as a cylinder of length 2n(Ixur) in 
the Euclidean time direction* (the Imr direction in the r-plnne), whose ends, have 
been glued together with periodic boundary conditions. This gluing corresponds 
to taking a trace over the CFT Hilbert space, so that 

Z[rtr) = ( o j r ^ T r t r t H fl = e 2 " \ q = *-***. (4G) 

The factors inside the trace evolve the states for a Euclidean time 2ff(Imr) using 
the Ramiltonian H •• L$ + LQ, and translate them spatially by a distance 2n(Rer) 
using the translation generator P = LQ - Z$, as is required by the identification 
of points in (42). The prcfactor accounts for a vacuum energy of -e /12 when the 

* The 2* rer-altng is required here to agree with tut pr«vjou» convention ib*t the •pattal 
diKcttc* of vhc cylinder hi* pwtwl 2*, net \ u Vn {Qi) 
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torus is constructed as in £42). The conditio!) that the expression <4G) for 2(T\T*) 

is invariant under T is easy to impose: 

Z(T + 1, T -i 1) = ( O T ) ~ C / M T r ^ ' ' 0 ? 1 " e 2 * ' ( u - l a ) ) . (47) 

so the requirement is tlint to — i>o * 1 U i S l be im integer for every state in tin1 th«>ry. 
The 5 invarinnee condition itt less trivial; we will s « in the m-xt few KIT!ions bow 
it is satisfied by partition functions for same simple CFTa. 

F. Mas.%lca.i Free Boson Example 

Now tliut I hnve described some of tin1 ^eiiend properties of 2d CFTs, 1 turn 
to a few .simple examples, which are just froe field theories. Even though they are 
rntlier trivial lis 2d field theories, tlw-y nevertheless have noutrivhil string theory 
applications. 

First consider a nuifwlrss free boson .V, with the action 

s(X) = ~ / A oax<rx. (48) 

This action is precisely the Polynkov action (4), with the 2d metric fixed to be Hut. 
wwl with X interpreted ns it single space-time coordinate. The propagator for .V is 
obtained as usual by inverting the kinetic lerm, so it smisfies $,0"{.V(ff )Xin')) = 
- - 4 T 6 ( 2 1 C » - » ' ) , w fl&(.YU,3).Y(w.lr)) = -**<**(; - «•), which i» i-Jwd by 

(.Y(-\r)A'(K-.Jr)) = - Ui la - «»|a- <40) 

From the propagator (49) one rnn alsu rend off 

{OtXOu,X) = - r - ^ - r j . 

<&.V%.Y) = r ^ ' i c - i r ) . 

The vacuum expectation values (50) also give the singnlm1 terms in rhe nirre 
spending OPFs, The reason is that the products on tin* left-hand »id»" of OPKs an* 
implicitly 'tiine'-ordered (radiidly-ordercdh whereas the composite cprratots n\> 
pearingon the right'hand side ef such OPEs are j;euendly normal-ordered. Wick'-' 
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theorem stntes thtit the difference between the two kinds of products is ohtnincd 
hy Wick contractions, which for QtXdu.-X. cic, is JUMI the mrresnoniliiifc viinuim 
expectation vnhie. For example, 

OtXdvX = —~}—z -t- : &.Xa*X : 
1 ' (51) 

An usual, (51) cm) be converted to coiiitiiuLutioii relations for the modes nM ntd.X. 
wbicli are defined bv 

'dtX = - » X f t " - '"" '• 
n € Z (52) 

They obey (o.m,o,>] = m6„ 1 + n i o. Similarly the modes a„ of dzX olvcy [o»n,ftn] = 
m/>„,+„t0i "id |o«»,0)i} = 0. These are jwst the coninititntion relations of iui infinite 
net of harmonic oscillator creation and annihilation operators, a'n = J J Q - » H "» = 

To show that the masslcss free boson theory actually is confommlly invariant, 
it suffices to show that the component T:i of the stress tensor is holomorphic and 
has the OPE (26). T;: can be obtained either by the Nocther procedure or by the 
definition Tst ~ aS/Jjr*. One fiiicto (nftcr removing the factor of ^ which appears 
explicitly in eq. (21) and defining the composite operator via normal-ordering) the 
free boson stress tensor 

First let's check the OPE of T[:) with 0UX. twitiR (two) Wick contraction:; to 
obtain the singular terms: 

T(:)9,„X = - i :flL.Y0t-V : 0WX -v - 1 - 2 - ~* g fit A* + . . . 

(: - wY z - ir 
(5-1) 

Equation (54) verifies (r/ e<|. [25)) that 0:X is n j>riuinr>' field of diini-uxion 
h r. 1. The OPE of T with dtX is finite (up to delta functions), so A = 0. These 
:irc precisely the dimensions of the classical tensor field d-X, so the free field has 
acquired no nnoiiin'oiiM dimension. 
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The OPE of T with itself is computet! similarly. There are two way« to do 
the double Wick contractions for the mast siugulm term, and four ways to do a 
single contraction: 

T(z)Tiw) = j : cU' tU' :: i^XD^X i - - * - ^ - r + ^'^VdiXM + . . . 4 (s - u>F [i - u»)* 

1/2 2(-^,At? u , .Y) t ^ ( - ^ - Y f W ) 

(55) 
which shows timt the imtsslcss fve. homii is a CFT, with central charge c = I (<•/. 
«q, (26)). Note thnt the Polyakov nctiott with D space-time dimensions conlkiini 
D free bosons, -Y'\ ;i = 0 ,1 , . . . , D - I, and thnt such » system hits cental] charge 
e = D. 

Besides d.V mid dX11, there is another important sot. of primary fields that 
one can build out of D free bosous, namely the normal-ordered exponentials 

Vk(:,;) = : cxp( ,*A'U,*) ) : . (M) 

One ran easily use Wick contractions to derive the OPE 
'1,(1 

Q y « ,'t-V(Mi.«-) ^ I 2 L _ e«fc-.V(l«.w) + _ fgy j 
5 - W 

and from it 

T[:)r*-AVW ^ _ » ( f ^ ) 2 <'* V ( U , K ) + • • • <G8> 

(nr.d nn analogous OPE with T), so thnt tlw confoniinl dimensions of Vfc are k = 
fi := i-V2. 

Acting on the vacuum state |0). V\ creates a state |fc) = c'* -* JO), with 
'momentum' A\ Here r is the Kero-iiuxle of A r , which is canonically conjugate to 
the 'momentum' /*> = o« = ?»IJ: |x ,p] = *• 'Momentum' here is not 2d momentum 
(we always work in position , p w e in 2d), lm( rather n glottal internal symmetry 
of the 2d CFT* which in string tlu-ory is interpreted as gjmat-tum: momentum. 
The states |Jt), like the vacuum |0), ure annihilated by all of the positive frequency 
modes (annihilation operators) <\m,"n- The complete free hosou Hilhcrt space is 



obtained by ar ting on the states \k) with all the negative frequency modes (erention 
operators); it consists of nil states of the form 

One can check that the free boson theory is \mitnry by showing explicitly that every 
state in the Hilbert. space has positive norm, using the Hermitian conjugation rules 
<*Jj = Q-n, a]i = «-ri, the oscillator commutation relations, and the norm {k\k) = 1 
for the momentum states. 

With the full Hilbert apace (59) one can also compute the partition function 
Z{T,T) and verify that it is modular invariant. It in easy to nee that the trace (4G) 
is a product of independent contributions from the different oscillators o_„ and 
the 'momentum' fc. The contribution of the states {(<*_„)'|0) k i = 0,1,2, . . .} . 
with LQ = in, is 

f y « = i - n » + g 2 » + , , , = _ L _ . (60) 
i=0 ' 

The contribution of the continuum of states \k)h with La = t 2 / 2 , is 
oo oo 
/ dk(qq)k3V = j dke-'*'u"rki = (2hnrr' / ! i. 

Putting all the factors together, the free boson partition function is 

(61) 

2 ( T , T ) = (2 Imr) - 1 / 2 •-""fid-i-r1 

n=l 
= ( 2 l m r r l / a W T ) r a , {02) 

where q{r) = qlf7A[\^=l{1 - » n ) i s <b<* Dedekind ela function. The modular 

transformation properties of the eta function are well known,1* 

7(r + l) = e W t f r ) , i / ( - l / r ) = ( - i r ) , / 2 i | ( r ) , 

Us'r.galsolnH-l/r) = (rrT'liur, wn see that Z(T.T) is.indeed modular invari.mt. 

(7. Free Botjn on a Circle. 

The free boson CFT can be modified slightly by changing the boundary 
conditions on A'. Before it was assumed that the field A* could take on any real 
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value. Now lot us take the values of ,Y to lie on a circle of radius R. That is, we 
identify 

X = X + 2xR. (63) 

This identification has two consequences. First, the 'momenta' it ore quantized, 
because the operator cxp(tp • 2*R) that translates states by 2vR must now be 
trivial, i t . , cTqtial to I. Thus for miy i , exp(t'A • 2TCR) = 1, or Jfc = m/R for 
some integer m. Second, there arc new 'winding' states in the theory, because the 
boundary conditions 

X[<r + 2«) = X (a) + 2*R • n, n € Z (64) 

arc allowed by the identification (63). 

To describe the new states we define left-moving and right-moving compo
nents of X{ z, 2), 

A ' ( 2 , J )=X t (* ) + .V«(=), (G5) 

with OPEs 

XL(-) Xt{w) ~ ~ \n(z - w). XR(z).V«(EF) ~ - ln{z - ST), (66) 

and mode expansions 

Xl(z) = *L ~ 'PLIn? + i! £ - an*"", 

(07) 
A>(?) = xa - ipuhis + i J ] - nfrir"1. 

For momentum it = mjR and winding number n in (04) the eigenvalues of UIH 

zero-mode* (PI,PH) Arc 

,» • . (m nR m nR\ „ ,„_, 

None of the nonzero modes nt,,o t, are affei'ted by the change in boundary condi
tions on A', so the Hilbert space (59) is unaltered except for the replacement of \k) 
by |A*£'*tt)< with {kj^k'ji) given by (G8). 

The held Xlt(i) has a. multi-valued OPE (GO) with itself. However. A'i,|r> 
does not appear by itself in the CFT of a free boson on a circle, and the fields thai 



do appear arc cleverly arranged to have single-valued OPE* <>nd hence single-valued 
condit ion functions. Let us chrrk I hat tlir primary field* r'(*'•-*' + t " A n ) making 
the states |Jtj.,Jl'ft) have single-valued OPEs, Using the Wick contractions (COM 
repeatedly, onr can show that 

r<(*tA'/,+*(,.Y«)-, ? \ ri(*/.-Vi.+*J|V»)[M1 p i 

If :r is carried around »r\ so thai z - w -* {z - ic)r 2 1", ? - ie —> (T - iii)<"~as". 
then the OPE (GO) develops a phase <>xp2iri(fr/, • *' t - K'n • *#) . wliieh for arbitrary 
(k/ ,kft) ai:d (frj ,Jk'̂ ) is not equal to I. But the values of k^.k-tf should be taken 
from the srl (GS). in which rase the phase is 

„w[(t + ¥)( 1f + ^)-(!-¥)(#-*)] ( 7 0 | 

-. exp2ffi{t*m + oi'ti) = 1, 

so the OPE is .single-valued. 

Let. us also compute the new partition function Z//(r.f) and show that it is 
modular invariant. The only difference from the free boson with A* € R is that the 
integral over continuous momenta /• is replaced hy a discrete sum over moment;i 
(labelled hy tn) and winding numbers (labelled by »). So the modular-invariant 
partition function ZQ(T,T) in equation (62) is replnred by 

o© 
Z f t ( r , f , = ( S l m r ) 1 * - £ , ( » + ¥ ) V ^ I - * ] P / 2 - Z 0 (r . f ) . (71-

2ft is invariant under T — T + 1 because jK^f + ^ J 2 - (^f - ^ ) 2 ] = inn is an 
integer. To show that Z{{ is invariant under r —• - 1/T one htu* to "Poisson resinn" 
the expression in (71), as follows:5 For any function /(j-). the sum over latt-ire 
points can be rewritten as a sum of the Fourier transform f(p) over the points of 
the dual lattice. 

£ / ( ' ) = £ 7lP>- where/(p) - fi!"jf\T)(-
*€Z" r>6Z" J 

'isip"x. (T2) 
r€Z" p6Z" 

Here we let / (x ) = exp(-jrjr7„4.r), where 
• • * * * * * * • 
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which given /(/>) = ((let A] ' ' 2 cxp( ff;/7'^' ';J). Liul det/1 = | r | a and 

*-'w - (J J) «-.w(| J). w 
After one exchanges m and H in Lite HUIU in (71) and uses {l iar) ' / 2 = 
| i" | ( I iu{-l / r)) ' ' 2 , one sees that ZK is indeed invariant under S. 

H. MatflfiM Fnx Ft:nnion Exaviplr 

Our hwt example of a CFT is n tiiasulcss free Majorotia-Wcyl fennioii. A 
2<I spinor >P has two components, * ' = (i/> 0). Choose a btisis for the guuuiui 
matrices where 73 is diagonal, so the components t" mid 0 describe Weyl fcrmLms 
of opposite cMrnlity. The Majornnn condition is (hat the components are real (in 
Miiiknwttki space), )/•* = 0, 0 ss 0. The action is 

S = — ISo $>"#„* m - 1 / \ / 2 .M030 + 050) . (75) 
Sir J 4JT J 

The equations of motion 30 = 30 = 0 show lliiit 0 = 0(c) mid 0 = 0(5) are 
holomorphir and niitiholomoq>hic fields. lespir lively. Again tlie kinetic term is 
inverted to obtain the propagator; dr^'fiKH"1)) "•• 3 s(0(i)0(ui)) = T £ 2 ( * - w) 
lends in 

(0(;)0(«.)) = — L . (*m?(fin) - r - L . 

Tin1 stress tensor in now 

r - = i : 00 .0 : . 7W = $ : 0 c t ^ : . 

Similar rah illations to the boson ra.se show that v mid tf> are primary fields with 
(/1, ft) J= (1 ,0) and (0, 5 ) respectively (the classical values for n spinor field). Al«o, 
T;. rVys the correct OPE (20) with itself, with ventral charge r ~ 3 . 

Note that the fields </' and 0 themselves cannot appear in n modular-invariant 
partition fitnetion because It - h is not i.u integer. All fields in the CFT with nn 
even iitimher of 0's plus 0's have integer /• - /1, however. The projection onto this 
subset of fields is known (in the string theory context) us the GSO projection.1" It 
leads to 11 tnodalai invariant theory, which contains additional .ipin fields6 that ore 
<i»n We-valued with respect to &'• and *>. (This is acceptable because 0 and 0 are 
not present in the inotlttlnr invariant theory, and the spin fields are single-vnlueil 
with respect to the combinations of c's and v's that survive the projection.) 

'in 
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FIGURE 7 
Decomposition of the 2d metric gap{a) into the reparametrizations £a{o\ 

which sweep out the gauge orbits, and the conforma] factor X(a\ and moduli 
Tft *-hich parametria the gauge slice. 

IV. QUANTIZATION OP THE POLYAKOV ACTION; 

A. Gauge-fixing, Ghost* and the Critical Dimension 

Now that .ve have seen some of the properties of conformaJ field theories, 
and a few relevant explicit examples, let us return to the problem of quantizing 
the bosonic string. Since the Polyakov action has a local 'gauge* symmetry, 2d 
rcparametrization invariauce, we may use the Fadeev-Popov procedure tn rvaluatc 
the p&tb integral over metrics go0 in (6), by writing the integral as an integral 
along a 'gauge orbit' times an integral over a 'gauge slice'.38 (See figure 7-> 

The gauge orbit is parametrized by the infinitesimal gauge transforma
tions (reparametrizations) £°(a), which take ca -* tra + £a. The gauge slice is 
parametrized by the degrees of freedom left after using rcparametrization invarianer 
to fix a gauge. A convenient gauge choice is conformal gauge, gQp{a) = e*' f f^Q0. 
or in complex coordinates, 

9*1 = < A ( f f ) , *» = fln = 0. 170) 
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As remarked in section HIE, the gauge choice (70) cannot lie made gloludly «» 
surfaces with genus h > 0, due to the 3A - 3 complex moduli T, (out; moduhtfl r for 
the toniK with A = 1). TIHIK die gunge slice is parametrized*8 hy the function A(<r) 
;uul the finite set of parameters r,-. The dependence on ihe moduli docs not change 
the essence of the nnitlysl and so I will suppress much of the moduli-dependence 
in the following. 

The change of pnth-integral ion variables that implements the gauge 
ortnl/gaiigc-slicc split ling is the replacement 

Jv<lml{*) - jve{o)-T>\(a) I f j rfV.J . (77) 

The Jncobinn J for the change of integration vnrinblca is given by the varinttcn of 
the jmige-fixed quantities «/--, gjr under the gauge transformation (reparametrMen
tion) by fc* 

J ^ ilct(6gi:/6{) • <U-HSm/*Z)< (78) 

The infinitesimal version of tin? transformation (7) of the metric under ; - > : + ( ' , 
? -» T + i : is 

6g*; = 2V.C, 69j, = 2V=4 r

t (79) 

where V t v Vj arc covariant derivatives with respect, to the metric (76). The deter
minants a ipoaring in the Jacobian (78) can he represented8 as path integrals over 
2d nntico.nmuting fields (ghosts) bs-,c~ and brftc*: 

dct(VT) = / Pc!T>b;t exp ( i t tPz bitV^e£\ , 
(80) 

The integral ©£ D over rcpnr&inctriKations in eq. (77) is on infinite overall factor 
tlint rim be ignored, leaving us with a path integral measure of the form 

/ T>\ ( [J d2T{) T>c: D6- ; Vc7 Vbn V° A*". (81) 

The integral over the conformnl factor A cannot be ignored in general, because A 
is coupled to the total central charge of the remaining fields through eq. (31). 

* I nnglect here wmr purely A-dependent factors in the Jhrobian thai arc (in the end) unim
portant, as well us some moduli-dependence of J. 
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lmphril hi flu' lust remiirtc is tin* f*»'t that I he h,r glwisi system is nlst> a 
eiHiforiiisil field theory, possessing » lioWmiorphic stress tensor 7"?.', with u central 
charge r*" that will now be computed. The ghost Lngritngimi appearing in e<|. (SO) 
is first order in derivatives, C^ - - j l^ -V^r , like the fn^ fermion Lngnmgiiui 
dcserilwi) in section II1.H. It leads to a similar propagator, 

(r-"(.-)fc„.N.(ii-l) = j ~ * ( M ^ ' V ) ) . (82) 

The stress tensor is given by 

T 6' 1 = -Zbd.c - (d:b)c. 183) 

One ran check llint T*5'1 gives risir to the proper California! dimensions for both 
c a c: (hr = - 1 ) and h s? /».; (hy = 2). There is an identical construction for T 8 

in terms of c — F* nnd b = RJT. 

In »:ct, one can define3"''1 a more general conformnl 'b,c system' of fields 
b,c. with dimensions Aj = j , hr = 1 - j chosen so that £; . =* - i&Vje continues 
to have dimension (1,1). Another example of such a syutem will appear wlien we 
discuss the ghosts for the superstring (except Unit in this case the gliosis will be 
commuting rather than aiitkommuting objects). For the more general system, the 
sirens tensor 

: , J = ->ta,e+(i-»(£).6)r (84) 

generates the correct ronforniul djinensions. (The propagators (82) nre unchanged.) 
The calculation of the central charge c> for this stress tensor again proceeds via 
Wick contractions, using (82): 

r-»(i)7*V) - ( * - W~l tfa(-D + 0 -»*(- ] ) + VU - i)(-2)I +. . . , (85) 

so r> = -'!(&}* - Oj + 1) (fi.r antiaiimiiuting). If b,c commute, then {/«•) has 
the opposite sign from (82), while (rb) still hits the same sign, and one gets »̂  = 
+2(6/"2 - Oj + 1) (6,r commuting). 

For the anticoimtiutitig ghosts of the boscniic string, b:i ,c*. set j = 2 I" get 
c*' = - 2 0 . It is now apparent that a single spare-time dimension D is picked out 
by the Polyakcv action (4): For the critical dimension D = Dct-n ss 20, the central 
charge c*'* of the ghost system cancels iiie cciitrnl charge e* of the A*'* system. 
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CompactiftcaUon of a single extra coordinate Jf' on a circle with radius H 
of order the Planck length. The coordinates J f of Minkowski space-time are 
represented by the long direction of the "drinking straw". 

That is, the total stress tensor T t o l = T**1 + Tx has zero central charge, 

c t o l = c^ + c* = -26 + 0 = 0 for D = Dan = 26. (8G) 

Only for D = 26 does the A-dependence of the combined ghost (b,c) and mat
ter (JV'J) system cancel in cq. (31), and so only then does the path integral over 
the conformal factor A decouple completely from the integrals over 6, c and J f 
in (81 J. 3 8 This decoupling makes the remaining analysis much simpler, because the 
b}c,X systems are free field theories; whereas the so-called Liouville action for A 
is not free, and indeed it has proved to be rather difficult to deal with. For this 
reason, almost all discussions of string theory — including this one — assume that 

B. Compactifieation 

The assumption c t o t = 0 does not necessarily mean that space-time is 26-
dimensional, however, because on- can replace some of the 26 X* fields in the 
Polyakov action, sty Dinl of them, with some other 'internal' CFT with the same 
central charge c j n l = DMi. Then the conformal factor will continue to decouple, but 
the number of flat (Minkowski) space-time dimensions will now be D = 26 - Dmi. 
In some cases the internal CFT can be interpreted as representing Ant compactified 
spatial directions with Planck-length sizes, but this need not be the case. 

The simplest example where the 'internal' CFT does represent a comp&ctified 
dimension is the case of a single free boson on a circle of radius R, described in 
section Ill.G. In this case the compactified dimension is just the circle, and space-
time looks roughly like a 'drinking straw' (see figure 8). 
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If R is of order tii«* Phuick Infill, the extra dimension will not be directly 
obsrrvnblc by the naked rye, or for that matter i>y any piirticle phyMCM experiment 
in tilt' near future. However, it.n presence can affcri the Npeetnim <>f particles. 
To cmiipactify more dimensions, one can use iiwif five bosons (say D^nt of tlieml 
living on a Djnt-dimensional torus (the produrt of Dj u , eirc)es),'ft* or on some other 
appropriate comi>act manifold. •* 

A simple "internal' CFT which cannot be interpreted literally n.s « compact-
ihration of extra dimensions is thr free fennion exam)tie of section 111.II, or rather 
the system of 2Z?jUt free fcrmicnis - so that the central charge of the system is mi 
integer, c = D i n ( , 2 6 

C. Physical State.* 

In order to undent!and the properties of comjmctificd (or uucouipactified) 
strings, we first need to descrilw the physical states. Consider the bosonir string ill 
the critical dimension P = 26. Because of the gauge symmetry (reparametrizution 
plus Weyl iiiYariancc), not all the states in the <ft,c,.Y) Hilhert space are physical. 
This is just as well, bccpusi! some of them have negative norm, such as o^j |0).* 
Fortunately, such unpliysictil states will decouple from the physical, gauge-invariant 
states in scattering amplitudes. 

There arc various ways to identify the gauge-invariant physical subspare of 
state*. Perhaps the most elegant one is BRST invariance: 4 9 , 6 The gauge-fixed 
action has a fermtonic 'BRST symmetry, for which one can construct an anti-
commuting BRST charge Q satisfying Q7 = 0 and [Q, In] = 0. Hen' Q is given 
by 

Similarly tliere is a charge Q satisfying Q2 = 0, \Q.IQ} W 0, and {Q^} -0. (The 
condition r t o t = 0 is crucial for showing that (j1 = (?" = 0.) Physical states |t<) 
arc required to satisfy 

QM = Ok") = 0. (88) 

Note that any state of the form QQ\\) satisfies eq. (88). so \u>)+QQ \\) is physical 

* The Minkowski metric if" implicit in ilir action (4) \ciuln to the cotnriiuiiiiiiin rchiiorifi 
\am<<] = >nt>m+n.av1"'. *> dial HIP norm j| a"_t |0) || != (0|ofo!:, (0) = i?*" is negative for 
the timc-lik« mode. 
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if \v) is, in fni-t |v) iinil \ii<) + QQ \\) lire physically cquivulnit states for nny |x), so 
it is possible ID choose any mrnihrr of tins {folumiology} class of states (any x) tn 
.eprr-sml a given physical state. In particular, because Q carries ghost number, it 
is possible to choose ii (virtually) ghost-free representative for each physical slate. 
For this representative, lli<< conditions (88) only involve the matter (,Y) part of the 
Hillx'i't space and become, using cq. (87), 

t f l ^ = -W'). L'u\V') -O f t i r n >0, 
- Y - V < " ) 
£« W') = »l«/') . t;, I*) = 0 for n > 0. 

But this is just th<* condition (38) that [</<) is A primary state with (ft, A) » (1,1). 
Th" dimension (1,1) priinnry fields that make physical states arc called vertex 
operators and an* generally denoted by v'(s,r). It is not too surprising thai {1,1) 
primary fields should make the physical Mates: To describe a scattering process in 
string theory, in which state* ran be emit ted nt any point of the world-sheet, one 
has to integrate the vertex o r a t o r s V over their locations on the world-sheet; but 
the integral / d 2 * V(a.c) will be invariant tinder repnratiictrizations : - » * ' only if 
V Irniixforms as a (1,1) primary field. 

BRST invarimicc can also be used to show that the un physical states (those 
whirh Q does not annihilate) decouple from the physical ones in any scattering 
process. Basically this is because Q commutes with the 'Hamilton!an' LQ, BO that 
a physical in-state, | ^ n ) with QK'jn) = 0« always evolves to a physical out-ntatc, 
KW) wi thg i^o^o . 

Now we enn describe ex])licitly the spectrum of the bosonic string. For 
instance, the vertex operator 

ty( *?.*?) = r* ,-V< r-'. (90) 

makes a physical state if /» = 7i = fr2/2 = 1. The parameter k>' in the exponential 
is the spaectime momentum of the state. To see this, notice that the momentum 
operator P1* that generates space-time translations , V -* -Y'1 + a? is 

and that the eigenvalue of P ' J acting on V'-f is k1' (using eq. (57)). Thus the state 
\tc) can be identified with a LoreiUz-sralur particle of mass -n;-, where 

oi!f. = -(irT)A'2 = -2nT. (92) 

(The minus sign comes from our convent ion for the Minkowski space-time metric 
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lji'v = (— + . . .+) . Also, we have reinserted tin- diiuensionful string tension T 
which WON previously set to 1 /it.) 

Equation (93) is rather disturbing because it shows there is a particle with 
negative (mass)2, a tackyon, in the bosonic string spectrum. A tachyon is physically 
unacceptable; it indicates some kind of instability in the theory. For this reason 
the bosonic string is generally considered to be a toy model ratlnjr than a viable 
string theory. Fbrtunately, tachyons are not present in the supersymmctric string, 
as will be seen in the next section. 

The hosonic string states with the next smallest masses (which also appear 
in the superstring spectrum) arc made by the vertex operators 

V,(*,r) = ^udtXtWe**^ . (93) 

The primary state condition (89) restricts the polarisation tensor Cjie- Computing 
the OPE of Vs with T, 

T(z)V9(»>tW) ~ £z%frX*<PXlmM* + £ T ^ J V,K») + .•• (M) 

(and also with T) one obtains the transversal) ty conditions IfCpf — ^"(tiv = 0 
and the mass-shell condition k2 = 0. Thus the states made by Vg are massleas. 
They fall into three <' .ierent Lorcntz multiplcts: the graviton g^v (with ^tv sym
metric and traeeless), the antisymmetric tensor Held Bpu (fa, antisymmetric), and 
the dilaton 4> (the trace piece of C/w)- Note that the states with time-like polariza
tion, which we saw to have negative norms, are removed from the physical spectrum 
by the transversality condition. The spontaneous appearance of the graviton in the 
string spectrum provides one of the principal motivations for studying string the
ory; it suggests that strings may be a consistent theory of quantum gravity (once 
we find a way to remove the tachyon from the spectrum!)-

The remaining states in the bosonic string spectrum all have positive masses, 
with wr = (2nT)n, n = 1,2,3,... They arc made by vertex operators like 
V9 but with more factors of dX* and dXv\ hence they form increasingly high 
rank tensor representations of the Lorentz group (higher spin particles). Since 
their masses are all of order the Planck mass, these particles are not of direct 
interest experimentally. However, they do play a key role in radiative corrections 
(loops), giving string theory its nice ultraviolet behavior, (Superstrings are free of 
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ultraviolet divergences at one loop 2 1 , 2 3 , and this finitrn'rw is expected to persist to 
all orders in perturbation theory.) 

We just described the sprtrtntm of the uueompactifieri [D = 26) bosonic 
string. To construct a compactified spcetrum vre have to combine the fields eik'x, 
cUf, dX" with fields ^ from the internal CFT tn make dimension (1,1) vertex 
operators V, Every primary field <f>(z.,z) with conformal dimension (h,k) (a 2d 
scalar field) gives rise to a spacc-timc-Lorente scalar particle with mass m 3 = 
- * 2 - (2»T)(ft - 1), through the vertex operator V4 = 4eitx. Higher mass 
and spin particles arc generated by adding flJf's and SX^s to V+. The most 
interesting particles arc again usually the massless ones; massless scalars ariHu only 
from internal fields with (ft, A) = (1,1), and massless vectors from fields with 
(A, ft) = (1,0) or (0,1). For example, if the internal CFT is a free boson X on 
a circle of radius R, <f> = dXdX leads to a massless scalar and 3X, "Bx lead to 
m&ssless vectors. (The partition function (71) for the circle CFT shows that for 
special values of R there can be additional masslcss vectors and scalars, obtained 
from vertex operators of the form e ! ' t t * t + *' , J l ' f l ) . ) 

V. SUPERSTRINGS AND INTERACTIONS! 

A. SupeTstrings and Superconformal Invariance 

As we have Been, the hosonic string is an unacceptable theory because of its 
tachyon, but it is also phenomenologically unacceptable as a unified theory because 
it has no spacetime fermions in its spectrum. To remedy ths situation, we now de
scribe the supcrstring, which incorporates space-time supi>rsymrnctry and therefore 
leads to a fennionic state for each bosonir state. (Of course, for phenomcnologi-
cal reasons spacc-time supersyutmetry must be spontaneously broken at an energy 
scale of at least the wchk scale (« 100 OcV),) There are two different descriptions 
of the supcrstring. In the Green-Schwarx (GS) formulation space-time supersym-
metry is manifest, but Lorentz covariance is hard to maintain in the quantization 
procedure. I will describe here instead the Ncveu-Schwnrz-Ramond1® (NSR) for
mulation, in which space-time supersyjnmetry is obscure, but Lorcnts covariance 
can be maintained. (The description will he rather sketchy in any case.) 

The action used in the NSR formulation is ' 7 
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S(X,*^\) = -~-jd^r{s^d(,X"OnXti - i ¥ ' V V „ * , , + 2 \ l t vS , , *"3 l J .Y„ l . 
(95) 

where ft = 0,1,2,. . . , D — 1 is a spun'-lime index and o, (1 = 0,1 are world-shift 
indices as before. This action lias a supersyumietry. but it is n focal Morld-shrrt 
(td) aupvrsymmctn/, 

6X» = H'*\ 

(96) 

rather than a space-tiin" snpersymmetry. Here * ' ' are D two-comi>oncnt Majorana 
fcrmions (equivalent to D of the spitiom * discussed in section III.II), which are 
the superpartnors of .V'1; \ o is a world-sheet grnvitino field, the miperpartncr of 
the 2d metric gap; and fg is the zwcibcin for the metric, satisfying e£e„ = gnli, 
e. = dct(e£) = \/—<r- In addition to having all the symmetries of the Polyakov 
action, plus (9G), the action (95) lias a symmetry transforming only the gravitino 
field, 

*«;Xo = «7o»/i 
(97) 

Doth t and IJ an; infinitesimal, anttcomumting 2d spinors. 

The path integral of interest is now3" 

Z = £ ^ l h ~ 2 jv}}X^VD^V9a0V^r^x^'1^. (98) 

We again use the Faderv-Popov procedure to gauge-h\\ <h<> Jural symmetries of the 
action (05) in I he path integral, choosing 

U = 0 (09) 

in addition to the cunfonnal gauge choice (76) for the metre. The integration over 
metrics g^g is traded for an integral V£ VX iw lieibre, and the integration over the 
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grnviiino \„ i* trmlcd for Pf X>»|. Since /i\„ = V„c, tli<< Jurohinii for the change of 
variables in I ho Griissuumji gnivilino path integral is 

J = (dctlAyn/fe))'1 - (.It'lV-) - 1 (drtVy)-'. (100) 

In this raw, the oprrators Vj and V ; net on ipiimrs {() nitlmr than the vectors 
(O «f the hosoair Jiu-obian. T!ie determinants aji" then-fore n-pfesented" as path 
integrals over commuting fields with half-integer dimensions (ghosts), /?,7 and f},y 
wiili hti = 3/2, A, = -1 /2 , 

(detV?)"' = jThWexp(-^Jd2z 0drt) , 
(101) 

The fi,-y system in another extunpl. of the general £,c system discussed in 
section IV.A, with j = 3/2 and stress tensor 

T* = - | W r 7 - 5 ( ^ ) 7 . (102) 

Sine*' /1,7 commute, the central charge computation (85) Rives cPl = +11. The 
gauge-fixed action for the 'matter fields' X*' and *'' = {^' ^ ) 7 ' is 

V = ~^J^' {&**&*„ + tf"fc0fl + 0''^^}. (103) 
The central charge for this system w A>(1 + \). Thus the total (ghost plus matter) 
stress tciiKor T"* - T*1" + T*** + T v + T* has rciitra) charge 

rtoi _ ctf + c / h + c A ' + c * = _26 + U + D(l + ^) = ^i />- 10), (104) 

which vanishes if D = 10. At, in the hosonic case, the confortnal factor A decouples 
only in this dimension,38 So supe.-atrings pick out ZJcrjt = 10 as their critical 
dimension. 

The gauge-fixed action (103) has an important residual symmetry besides 
just conformal invariance, namely mpr.rranformal in variance,50 which is the gauge-
fixed version of the local supcrsymmctry (9C): 

6X>1 = eiP + hP', 
6^ = edzX*, (105) 

In the same way that the fields T(z) and T(I) generate conformal transformations, 
superconformal transformations are generated by a pair of fit-Ids Tp{z) and Ty(z), 
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which are ilic supvr)>artnprs of T and T. For (he A''1, fP. rf* system of (103), the 
HiipcTConfornml generator is 

The OPEs of TV), rf ( ; ) arc determitu'il by supercoiiformal symmetry to 
be 

(? - u>)1 (; - w)' z - to 

„,w^-aa^a+fla+.... ( 1 „ 7 ) 

The first line of (107) is just the usual stress tensor OPE, with c defined to be 
c = jc. (The reason for this definition is so that the system (A', $} of a single free 
boson plus its fermionic superpartner has c = j( l + 2) = l.) The second line states 
that Tp is a dimension 3/2 holomorpliic primary field. The third line is required by 
the fact that auperconformal transformations close into conforma] transformations. 
The fields T*Tp obey the same algebra with stw —* J,W. As usual, Tp can be 
expanded into Laurent modes, according to 

(7>u)= £ !<*,-'-v«, 
r e z + i (108) 

The algebra obeyed by the modes i n and GV is called the yapcnonformal algebra. 

The full algebra (107), with c a c<A*'*' * 15 or c = e(A'-^' = 10, is required to 
show that the path integral over the field ij decouples (whereas the first line of (107) 
suffices to show decoupling of the coiuormal factor A). Thus to 'compactify1 D | n t 

dimensions in a supertitring theory, we replace a system A''\tf>f\5»'' by an internal 
auperconformal field theory with the same central charge, c""1 = Z?jnt. 

Physical states in the superstring Hilbert space can again bo identified using 
BRST invariance. There are several additional subtleties having to do with the 
commuting j3,7 ghosts, which I will not go into here.e A physical state that is a 
space-time boson has a (virtually) ghost-free representation (as in the case of the 
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hosoiiir string). A state Ĵ o) in this rrprcsi'ntatiou is rctpiirrcl by BUST ii.variancc 
to he n 'primary state1 wit.li mspect to the full siiprrconformal algebra, not just 
the Virasoro algebra; that U, 1c*o) must be annihilated by the positive-frequency 
modes of both T and 7>-: 

In \4>Q) = 0, n > 1, L„1^0) = h i#tf) , 
i (1091 

Gr\4o) = 0 , r>$ ( r € Z f l / 2 ) , G.lft\^) = \*X). 
The ucw state |?!>i} appearing in (109) is the 2d superpartner of \4>\})t and is primary 
under the conformat algebra with dimension h + 1/2. The fields ^Q,^\ that make 
the states \4>Q) , |^|) form a 2d primary superfiM of dimension h; 4Q is the lower 
component of the superacid and $\ is the upper component. Their OPEs with T 
and Tp are fixed by ei|, (109) and superconformal symmetry to be 

z — u> 

(110) 

23>(r)^ 1(w,i0) ->* — 3 " + — + . . . . 
( i — a»)« i - u» 

T(* tfd u»,"0 - &• + - + .••! 
{z — wy z-w 

T(e)^i(u»,5?)~ - rs -» + - . . . 
(z — UP)' Z — W 

A vertex operator for a bosonic superstring state is actually the upper com
ponent #i of a dimension A = 1/2 (also h = 1/2) primary superadd. Such a. field 4l 
is primary with respect to T alone, and has conformal dimension h + 1 / 2 — 1 (and 
h + 1/2 = 1), so the physical state restrictions for the supcrstring are a superset of 
those for the bosonic string. (Of course the initial Hilbert space is larger for the 
superstring due to the additional fields tiV, 0*\) It is usually easiest to construct 
the vertex operators by first finding the lower components <ft), then applying Tp to 
them to obtain 4>\ (using cq. (110)); 

*l(w, V) - ttm(* - ur)(23>(«))#o(«f,w). (HI) 

There is one more requirement on 4>\ f° r it to describe a physical state; It must 
have even fermion number F, where F = f^j ^(*W>(*) counts the number 
of i ^ fields in a vertex operator, and F = f jy~ l^t* W^(?) must also be even. 
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This requirement is known as tin- GSO projection, ;iu«l it lends to a spare-linn* 
suprrsytmuctric mass si>cctriun.19 

Now let's look at the lowest mass boson ir states. The field 4>o — ' ' s 

primary under the superronformal algebra with Ĵ = k^/2. However, the upper 
component, obtained using (111) and a similar limit with Tf.\ is ik - tt'ik • \t'cl 

and has odd fcrmion numbers F and F, so it is not a physical state. This is just 
as well, because it would have been a larhyon, with IM2 = —fr2 = — 1. 

The lowest mass phy.sicid states are obtained from the field Cj«yii''l«''lV* A • 
which is the lowest component of a primary soprrhVld if (,,,, satisfies the same 
transversttlity condition as in the bosonic string case and if Jt2 = 0. Applying Tp 
and Tp and checking that F, F arc even, one gets 

V, = CflAOzXf + ik - H'"KdzX" + ik - ^ f V * - v . (112) 

The vertex operators (112) arc juat the supcrstriug version of (93); tlicj' again give 
rise to a gravjton, an antisymmetric tensor and a dilaton in the mosslcHS .spectrum. 

Tlie. construction of vertex operators for space-time fermions in the NSR 
formulation is more subtle, • and require!) a better understanding of the (1,-f 
ghost system than 1 have given here. The main difference from the bostmtr vertices 
is that the fermionic vertices have a square-root singularity with respect to Tp. 
That is, if KUCII a vertex operator is located at the origin 3 = 0, then the Laurent 
expansion of Tp{z) is in terms of integer rather than half-integer modes, 

TF(S) = 5 3 < V - - M - 3 / 2 , (113) 
ti€Z 

and Gn must annihilate the state for « > 0. Also, the vertex operators (in one 
choice of ghost representation) must have dimension 5/8. Such fields exist in the 
li'1', </>P conformal field theory; tliey are called spin fields, are denoled by VJ" ;md 
E° , and have sqtiare-root singularities with the world-sheet fermioiis t?''J, o'*. Here 
Q and A are ten-dimensional Lorentz spinor indices. Thus the vertex operators, 

Vv i imo = ( , i o S n ( . i ( ^ + « ' ^ ' ) c ' H , 

^v i t ino = C S " ( 5 ) ( c U - " + ib - +*P)etk-x, l U 4 ) 

carry both vector and spiuor indices an give rise to gravitiiios (spin-3/2 particles) 
in the massless spectrum. The presence of gravitiiios implies that the theory should 
be space-tune supersymmetrir, and indeed it i s . & 1 , 6 
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The spectrum for H c-ompuctified version of tin- superstring can be found 
in similarly. Ax in tin* bosomc caw, fields <'k'x, •/»''. 0Xfi

t tic. front th« spacc-
I into purl, of the theory are combined with fields from the internal {super)coiifonnal 
theory to make vertex operators, witli the additional restrictions that the combined 
vertex operators (for space-time bosons) must he upper components of stipcrficlds, 
mid inns I be even under a generalized GSO projection. 

D, Hr.te.roUc String* 

We have seen bow the introduction of world-sheet stipersyinmctry and the 
GSO projection hits led to a supcrstring with no tachyon and with mnsslcsn fcrmiona 
(indeed, with spiinr-timPSiipeDiymmctry), which are two steps towards obtaining a 
spectrum that might inch.de the standard model spectrum. Still missing, however, 
are Range bosons. They arc in fart rather difficult to obtain from the supcrstriiif; 
just described, ev«ai when it is roiiipaclinitl.30,5* So we now briefly describe the 
HIM* remaining theory of closed sup^rstrings, namely the hetcrotic string. 2 3 

The ht-tcrotic string is it hybrid of the boxonir string and the supcrstring 
just discussed. Essentially, the nntiholomnrphic, or left-moving, degrees of freedom 
lire taken to be those of the bosonic string, and the holomoruhic, or right-moving, 
degrees of freedom are those of the supcrstring. That is, the 2d conformal field 
theory for the heterotic string lins a right-moving superconformal invarinncr. gen
erated by n field Tp, but no left-moving superconformal iuvnriancc (no Tp). The 
same nrgurrientH as were applied uhovo to the hor-ouic string and the supcrtitring 
would now seein to imply that the critical dimension for the heterotic string is both 
26 (the bosonic calculation) and 10 (the anperstring ciuYulntion)! 

This paradox is resolved by Vumpactifying' IG of the dimensions of the 
bosonic part of the hctcrotic strings that is, one replaces 16 of the directions 
. V by an internnl eonformal field theory with central charge c = 16 and c = 0. 
Since c = 0, this internal CFT is trivial in its rt-depeiidence (all fields have right-
moving dimension /; = 0, and so tliey are independent of z), so it is called an 
'(anti)holoinorpliic confurmal field theory1. It turns out that there arc only two 
such theories with £ = 16. Both of them turn out to have exactly 498 primary 
fields J (J), a = 1,2,.. .498, of dimension It - I. The fields J ° are important be
cause they give rise to 498 gauge hosoris in the mass-less spectrum of the hctcrotic 
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string. The- gnugr bosun vertex i>prrntors tin-

VA(^) ~ <£idtXP +it •vl*)T(g)rik-xtt:i\ 1115) 

wln't-f P = 0 and the- polurizuliim vector t,'° is transverse, k-P£* = 0. Note that 
VA is the upper component of a dimension h == 1/2 Kiiperneld (^'V*'*) for the 
right-moving supcrconfonnal algebra, and is a dimension ft = 1 conforaml field 
thnnks to h-j = 1. The gaugf group depvmls MI the properties of the J , MM! 
turns out to be cither £g x £g or 50(32), depending on which of the two c — 16 
antiholomorphic CFTs is used. 

The hetcrotic string also has in its massless spectrum a graviton, antisym
metric tensor, dilaton, and supcrpHrtners of all of these. The corresponding vertex 
operators are the same as those (112},(114) of the supcrstring in their s-dcpcndciicc, 
and the same as the graviton vertex operator (93) of the bosonic string in their 
^-dependence. For example, 

V3 = <it»dzXf'(&X" + eft • M " ) c i k X , (11G) 

with kl'Cfiv — ii'Cfl^ = 0, fc2 = 0. The superpartncrs of the gauge bosons are 
gauginos, massless fermions transforming under the adjoint representation of Eg * 
Eg or 50(32). When one tries to make contact between some four-dimensional 
version of the hctcrotic string mid the standard model, one usually identifies the 
gauge group 5U(3)C x SU[2)L X V[\)\ with a subgroup of £g X £$. Then some 
components of the ten-diine::rl̂ r>al gauginos become four-dimensional gnitgtnos 
(superpartncrs of the standard model gauge bosons); but other components have 
the proper gauge quantum numbers lo be identified with the fermions (quarks and 
leptons) of the standard model. 2 4 

To see whether such an identification is viable, one must first understand how 
to construct four-dimensional v ,-rsions of the hetcrotic string. These compactifica-
tions are described by internal supcrconformal theories with c = 9 and c = 22 (we 
aijsorh the c = 16 system into the internal CPT); only a right-moving supcrcon-
form*. invariancc needs to be present, as was true of the uncompactificd hctcrotic 
string. The additional restrictions on physical vertex operators that were found 
for the superstring also apply to the hcterotic string, but only to the right-moving 
degrees of freedom. There are now many different schemes for constructing four-
dimensional hcteiotic strings, 2 * , 2 5 , 2 e - 2 7 which all tall under the general approach 
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sketched here, and detailed ninssleits spectra have been romput-nl for numerous in
dividual examples. Sumo of thi" spectra appear to have piiriKiiucnologiral promise. 
but tlufc arc iniuiy uncertainties in extrapolating from the Planck scale to tin-
weak scale. In pnrtindar, one nerds to know a good doa) nhoui. the interactions of 
particles, csperially the masslcss particles, as given by string theory. 

C. String Interaction* 

The interactions of particles in either a string theory or a field theory arc 
summarized by a set of scattering amplitudes, known as the S-matrix. The external 
states in a scattering amplitude are physical particles on their mass-shell. In a field 
theory one generally obtains the scattering amplitudes from Green's functions that 
arc also defined off-shell. If the coupling constnnt(s) are small, the Green's functions 
have a perturbativc expansion, in terms of Fcynman diagrams with increasing 
numbers of loops, and there may also be nonperturbative contributions. In the 
first-quantized approach to string theory that we have followed here, only the 
pcrtvrbativc contributions to scattering amplitudes can be calculated at present. 

The prescription for computing perturbativc amplitudes via the Polyakov 
path integral is simply to insert one vertex operator Vr(;,,y,) into the gauge-fixed 
path integral for each external particle* The vertex operator provides the appro
priate path-integral boundary condition to make an on-shell, physical particle at 
the point [si>z,) on the world-sheet. Since the particle can be emitted from any 
point on the world-sheet during the scattering process, the point (*,-,?,') should 
be integrated over the world-sheet. The 2d path integral with vertex operators 
inserted is just a correlation function in the appropriate conformal field theory. 
Note that the integrated correlation function is conformally invariant (and hence 
well-defined) if the external particles are on-shell, because then the vertex oper
ator V{2i,7i) has dimension (1,1) and the integral Jd2z{ l'( *,•,?•,-) is conformally 
invariant. If one is cvalunting the correlation function on a 2d surface with genus 
h > 1, then one should also integrate over the moduli (17,7j) characterizing the 
surface. Thir scattering amplitudes for particles in string theory arc calculated as 

* Sec ref. 5 for many- more details. 
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•« (•) (b) 
FIGURE 9 

(a) A four-string scattering process at tree level. (It) The field theory 
Feynman diagram that represent the contributions of individual particles to 
the amplitude. Thick lines denote missive particles; all other lines denote 
manic** particles. 

integrated CFT correlation functions, 

oo tf 3ft-3 
S(*l kN) as Y,**?***'2 / IK**' II *Tif Wb.(*l«Tl)- -Vt^ZNJt,)). 

(U7J 
The factors of the string coupling constant gs in a given term in cq. (117) account 
for the number of times a string has to split in two or join together to make the 
world-sheet of that topology, For the sphere (genus aero), three of the N points 
(*».*;) should not be integrated (due to an invariance of the correlation function 
under transformations by £_!,£(,, £i and Z_j ,£o,£i); for the torus one such 
point should not be integrated. Tbe remaining integration variables ?j, r, are the 
analogs of the Feynman parameters i j used to represent the integrals occurring in 
field-theory Feynman diagrams. 

Indeed, for each genus h the string-theory amplitude (117) can (hcuristically) 
be decomposed into a sutn of an infinite number of field-theory Fcynmau diagrams, 
representing tbe contributions of an infinite number of particles — both masslcss 
and massive — that can appear as intermediate states in the scattering process. 
This decomposition for a Four-point scattering amplitude at tree-level (genus zero) 
is shown in figure 9, and the one-loop decomposition is shown in figure 10. 

It is remarkable that at a given order in perturbation theory any amplitude 

f Superairing and heterotic suing scattering amplitudes have many additional subtleties al 
higher genus 
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»» (a) (b) M M „ 

FIGURE 10 
A fou.-siring scattering process at the one-loop level, (b) The Feynipan 

diagrams contributing to H. 

is given by just one string-scattering diagram. The diagram includes exchanges 
of many different types of particles, and in alt possible momentum channel*. For 
instance, the diagram in figure 9(a) can be viewed as representing either «-, 1-, or 
u-channel scattering, by stretching it either horizontally, vertically, or out of the 
page. (This property of string scattering amplitudes is called ivttity, and is the 
reason why string theories were termed 'dual models' early in their history.) 

At large distances, where strings no longer appear to be extended objects, we 
expect that a conventional field-theory should adequately describe the interactions 
of particles in string theory. To be specific, if the external states m a string scat
tering process are masslese particles, and if the energy of the collision is much less 
than A/p|, then the amplitude for the process can be reproduced using an effective 
Lagmngian Ccff which only involves the massless fields. (See rcf. 53 for a discussion 
of how to extract effective Lagrangians for strings.} 

To reproduce the amplitudes in figure 9, for example, one needs three-pcrtide 
couplings of the type shown in figure 11(a). In addition, an infinite set of turn-
rcnermalizabte terms (terms in £^f with dimension larger than four, whose coeffi
cients contain inverse powers of Mp\) results from exchanges of massive particles 
(figure 11(b)). The latter terms are completely analogous to the four-Fermi inter
action terms that reproduce the low-energy effects of W-exchange in the standard 
model. Similar considerations apply to loop- as well as tree-level string scattering 
amplitudes. 

Thus, once one has used a 2d conformal field theory to specify a construction 
of a string theory, whether in 20, 10 or 4 dimensions, then not only the spectrum 
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»» (a) (b) MIUI 

FIGURE II 
Three-partide couplings Deeded to reproduce the four-string scattering am

plitude at tree level, (b) Additional non-renormallsable interactions that arc 
needed, due to exchanges of massive particles in the string amplitude. 

of particles but also all of their interactions arc completely fixed. The interactions 
of the masstess particles at low energy are summarized by a conventional field 
theory — supplemented by non-renormalizable terms — which can be extracted 
from string scattering amplitudes (in principle, and often in practice). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS: 

In these lectures I have described at a. very elementary level the first-
quantized approach to string theory, and the role played by two-dimensional confor
ms! field theory- It is certainly possible to go into much more detail in both of these 
areas, and the reviews listed in the introduction may be useful to the reader in this 
regard. On the other hand, there is still much that is not understood about string 
theory, that prevents one from malting quantitative predictions regarding physics 
tit low energies (say at the electroweok Bcole). A major problem is the large number 
of constructions of four-dimensional string theories, using various types of CFT. 
At present there is no dynamical reason for selecting one of the constructions over 
the others. It is hoped that nonperturbative effects could lift this degeneracy; thus 
it is crucial to develop some kind of Ponperturbative framework for string theory. 

Even if one selects a CFT by hand, for which the spectrum and low-energy in
teractions are in principle computable, it is not trivial to extrapolate to electroweak 
energies. The effective Lagrangian C^R that one typically extracts from the CFT 
describes particle interactions at energies just below the Planck scale; hence £efr 
must etui be renonnauzed through some 17 orders of magnitude in energy, and 
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possibly through several intermediate regimes of symmetry-breaking. Of tin; many 
uncertainties in this process, perhaps the greatest is in the mechanism of space-time 
siipersyinmctry breaking, which is (in the usual scenarios) ultimately responsible 
for the mormons hierarchy between the Planrk sndc and the elect, oiwak scale, mid 
whieh also can feed into predictions for other measured parameters of tin- standard 
model (quark mid Iepton musses, etc.). It seems that siipersyiniuctry breaking 
should be notipcrturbntivc, in order to generate the observed hie.rare.hy. One might 
hope llmt it is a long-distance effect that could be calculated using an effective Lu-
grnngian, for which nonperturbative tools are already available. To date, however, 
no proposed supcrsymmetry-hrenking mechanism has led to a particularly realistic 
outcome. 

En summary, while string theory is currently the leading candidate for a 
ronsistctit theory of quantum gravity, the question of whether or not it can also 
generate definite predictions of low-energy phenomena is still open, and awaits the 
development of further calculation tools, or conceptual understanding, or both, 
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